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in ritual observances, grow the cotton which is required to
form the cord m a pot within their own houses The Brahmins
touch the grass figures with their new cords and put them on
They then break the old cords and throw them into the river
Next they take some sacrificial grass and the new cord into
their hands, and make libations of water , after which they
recite ' the sages' genealogy', and then either cast the grass
figures into the river or carry them home to use them as objects
of worship during the year Libations are made at this tune
with the view of presenting to the sages (who aie supposed to
transmit them to the gods) ' first-fruits', or offerings of the
new water of the river which has fallen from the autumnal
clouds
The preceptor of the Brahmins now binds upon their arms
a red or yellow bracelet, made of silk or cotton, with artificial
pearls, called Rdkhudee, which is said to have been originally
employed as an amulet against a disease which used to be
prevalent at this time of the year The Brahmins return into
the city or village, and bind similar bracelets upon the wrists
of their disciples and friends
The fourth of the light half of Bhadrapud is called * Gunesh
fourth,'1 being the birth-day of that divinity An earthen image
of Gunesh, dressed in costly clothes, is woi shipped every day
from this day until the eleventh, particulaily with ofiermgs of
sumptuous food, m which the Dev is considered to take especial
delight On the eleventh the image is carried out in great
noise and pomp to the river side A Biahmin, bearing the
image with him, walks into the water until he is nearly out ol
depth, and then drops it into the stream, and swims to the bank
The rest of the company, who have meanwhile stood or sat at
the river side watching the proceedings, remain silent for a few
minutes They then nse^ the banners and scarlet umbrellas
are again elevated, muskets are fired, the cavaliers cause their
horses to curvet and prance, the elephants swing along at their
1 [The Gajiesa ChaturthL For the observances on Bengal see B A
Gupte, Hindu Bolidaya and Geremontdla, 2nd ed, 64 f The throwing of
stones and abuse at this festival are a means of dispersing the influence
of dangerous spirits and of the Evil Bye (Crooke, Poptttor .Retytott and
lolKhre of Northern India, i 26 f) ]

